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The Space of the Mask: From Stage to Ridotto 
Marc]. NeveuJ.  
In  this chapter, I consider the means of participation within the public  sphere 
of eighteenth- century Venice. My  interest is to flesh out the nature of discourse 
within  interior  institutional  spaces, and I will do so through a discussion of 
two related phenomena.  First, I will examine the role of the mask,  which 
by the eighteenth  century had become synonymous with Venetian carnival 
and debauchery. Indeed, Venice in the eighteenth century gained much of 
its naughty reputation due to the exploits  of Sior Maschere. Masks, however, 
were  not  only worn  for amusement or  the possibility of anonymous pleasure. 
During the carnival season, masking  was regulated and required for entry 
into  interior public spaces such as ridotti (gaming halls) and theaters. 
Ironically, at;  the same time that masks  were  regulated within the theater of 
the city, they began  to leave the stage of the  theater proper. In the second part  
of the chapter, I will discuss this shift through exploring  the transformation of 
the nature and subject matter of theatrical productions,  from the tradition  of 
com mediathe dell'arte  to character plays. The significance of character plays  was 
embodied in the public quarrel of two playwrights: Carlo Coldoni and Carlo 
Cozzi. In each  writer's work, unmasked  characters replaced the masked  roles 
commediaof the dell'arte.  The words and  actions of the unmasked characters, 
however, must be read as thinly masked attacks by each author against the 
other. My wager  is that  the existence of such masking - one physical, the other 
symbolic - created a nuanced form of  participation  within  the evolving public 
realm and had  a direct affect on identity  and  the self in the eighteenth century. 
Participationi  in the Venetian Public Sphere 
Jurgen I-Iabermas, Structural of the PublicAlthough  ii inHaber  The Transformation 
Sphere (1962), does not discuss eighteenth-century  Venice, his critique of the 
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8.1 Francesco Guardi, 11 ridotto di Palazzo Dal7dolo n S Moise, 1746, oil on burlap, 
108 x 208 cm (42V2 x 82 in.); Ca'Rezzonico, Museo del Settecento Veneziano 
anyone who wished to enter. The first legally operated room opened in the 
area of San Moise in 1638, and by 1744 there were at least 118 ridotti in the city 
of Venice. By that time, the scale of the operations had increased drama tica lly, 
especially during carnival. In 1774 the Venetian government outlawed all 
games of chance due to the extreme reduction in the wealth of patricians. By 
extension of the legislation, all ridotti were closed. 
Francis Mission, a visitor to Venice, described the scene at a ridotto during
his trip to Italy in 1688: 
There are Ten or Twelve Chambers on a Floor, with Gaming-tables in all
of them. You can scarcely turn yourself in them; but tho' the throng is so 
great, yet there is always profound Silence. None are permitted to enter into 
these Places without Masks: at least a Postiche Nose, or a Mustachio. 
He continued by giving a picture of other rooms within the ridotto: 
Besides the Chambers for Gaming, there are Some Rooms for Conversation, 
where they also sell Liquors, Sweetmeats, and such-like Things. Nobody 
puts off his Mask, or Nose; and by the Privilege of this Disguise, 
provided a Man be pretty well dress'd he may speak to the Ladies, and 
even to those whom he may suppose to be of the highest quality.9 
A painting by Francesco Guardi shows one of the more famous ridotti in the 
eighteenth century, the palazzo Dandolo near San Moise (Fig. 8.1). The scene 
shows the main floor of a somewhat typical Venetian palazzo in which smaller 
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emergence, transformation, and disintegration of the bourgeois public sphere 
is relevant to this analysis. 1 Distinctions between the contexts discussed by 
Habermas and the social conditions in Venice do, however, exist. Unlike 
other European cities, there was never a court culture in Venice, as patrician 
families had ruled the Republic since its beginnings. The social hierarchy of 
Venice's inhabitants was essentially set in 1297 after the serrata, or closing, of 
the ruling class, but by the eighteenth century real cracks were evident in this 
hierarchy. The financial disintegration of the patrician class and the opening 
cittndil1iup of this ruling class to the (merchanta in   class) is just one marker of this 
transformation.. 2 
My interest in Habermas's'  work is less about his analysis of consumerist 
politics than it is about public participation. According to Habermas, 
participation in the public sphere required  that institutions must share at least 
three criteria. First, the social intercourse that occurred in such institutions 
disregarded status. Next, such discussion  included issues, like the intent and 
meaning of cultural production, that would not have been present prior to 
the appearance of these institutions; and  thirdly, these issues were open for 
debate.3 One sign of such participation is the explosive growth of journals, 
pamphlets, and  other publications that spurred  public debate and  introduced 
Venice.4foreign topics to the citizens of In"  the 1760s Cesare Beccaria declared 
il Cnffi promoted 'publicthat publications  such  as f anda  the Gazzetta Veneta oted  
utility. the,  spread of Enlightenment, and an increase in the number of readers, 
and  of readers disposed  to the truth.'s'  
The range  of  literary genres, from editorial to dialogue,  also included  
more satirical styles such  as  fables and apologues. This diversity of writing 
shows that  although  discussion  may have been  open,  multiple readings  
- present.6 Discussion  of  theironic, sardonic,  and  even humorous  - were also  t6 
topics found  in  the  various literary  and  scientific journals  could  be had  in  the 
growing  number  of cafes and  salons,  institutions  described  by  Habermas  in  
other  cities.? Indeed,  there  were  over  200 cafes in eighteenth-century  Venice, 
each  with  its own  colorful  name.  The  most  well-known  cafe was  Venezia 
Trionfante (Triumphant  Venice), which  still  sits in  Piazza  San  Marco  and  was  
later  renamed  for its first  owner,  Floriano  Francesco. It  is  known  today  as 
Florian's. Concurrent  with  the  emergence  of such  institutions  in  Venice were  
ridoltotwo  other  public  interior  spaces: the andt   the theater.  
The  word  'ridotto'' is derived  from  the  past  participle  of  the  verb  ridllrre 
meaning  'enclosed'' or  'reduced,'' and  was  used  to describe  the  infamous  
gaming  halls  of Venice. The  term  was also  used,  though  with  less frequency, 
to  name  the  closed  or  private  sessions  of  the  Inquisition.  The  nature  of ridotti 
century.8changed  from  the  seventeenth  through  the  eighteenth  Theyt r .s  began  
as  intimate  rooms  eitherit  withini  or  close  tot  one's'  home  for  conversation  and  
games  amongst  invited  friends,  often  withit  secret  doors  for  entry  and  exit.  
Such  rooms  began  tot  occupy  entire  floorsl  and  were  eventuallyl  opened  to  
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emergence, transformation, and disintegration of the bourgeois public sphere 
is relevant to this analysis. 1 Distinctions between the contexts discussed by 
Habermas and the social conditions in Venice do, however, exist. Unlike 
other European cities, there was never a court culture in Venice, as patrician 
families had ruled the Republic since its beginnings. The social hierarchy of 
Venice's inhabitants was essentially set in 1297 after the serrata, or closing, of 
the ruling class, but by the eighteenth century real cracks were evident in this 
hierarchy. The financial disintegration of the patrician class and the opening 
up of this ruling class to the cittndil1i (merchant class) is just one marker of this 
transformation. 2 
My interest in Habermas's work is less about his analysis of consumerist 
politics than it is about public participation. According to Habermas, 
participation in the public sphere required that institutions must share at least 
three criteria. First, the social intercourse that occurred in such institutions 
disregarded status. Next, such discussion included issues, like the intent and 
meaning of cultural production, that would not have been present prior to 
the appearance of these institutions; and thirdly, these issues were open for 
debate.3 One sign of such participation is the explosive growth of journals, 
pamphlets, and other publications that spurred public debate and introduced 
foreign topics to the citizens of Venice.4 In the 1760s Cesare Beccaria declared 
that publications such as il Cnffi and the Gazzetta Veneta promoted 'public 
utility. the spread of Enlightenment, and an increase in the number of readers, 
and of readers disposed to the truth.'s 
The range of literary genres, from editorial to dialogue, also included 
more satirical styles such as fables and apologues. This diversity of writing 
shows that although discussion may have been open, multiple readings 
- ironic, sardonic, and even humorous - were also present.6 Discussion of the 
topics found in the various literary and scientific journals could be had in the 
growing number of cafes and salons, institutions described by Habermas in 
other cities.? Indeed, there were over 200 cafes in eighteenth-century Venice, 
each with its own colorful name. The most well-known cafe was Venezia 
Trionfante (Triumphant Venice), which still sits in Piazza San Marco and was 
later renamed for its first owner, Floriano Francesco. It is known today as 
Florian's. Concurrent with the emergence of such institutions in Venice were 
two other public interior spaces: the ridolto and the theater. 
The word 'ridotto' is derived from the past participle of the verb ridllrre 
meaning 'enclosed' or 'reduced,' and was used to describe the infamous 
gaming halls of Venice. The term was also used, though with less frequency, 
to name the closed or private sessions of the Inquisition. The nature of ridotti 
changed from the seventeenth through the eighteenth century.8 They began 
as intimate rooms either within or close to one's home for conversation and 
games amongst invited friends, often with secret doors for entry and exit. 
Such rooms began to occupy entire floors and were eventually opened to 
.1 
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8.1 Francesco  Guardi,  II diridoHo  Palazzo Dal1dolo a Moise,5  1746, oil on  burlap,  
108 x 208 cm  (42V2 x 82 in.); Ca'Rezzonico,'  Museo  del  Settecento  Veneziano  
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anyone  who  wished  to enter. The first legally  operated  room  opened  in  the  
area  of  San Moise  in 1638, and  by 1744 there  were  at  least 118 ridotti in  the  city 
of Venice. By that time, the scale of the operations had increased dramatically, 
especially  during  carnival. In 1774 the Venetian government  outlawed all 
games of chance due to the  extreme reduction in the wealth of patricians. By 
extension of the legislation, all ridotti were closed. 
Francis Mission, a visitor to Venice, described  the scene at a ridotto during 
his trip to Italy in 1688: 
 ti  l  
There are Ten or Twelve Chambers on a Floor, with Gaming-tables in all 
of them. You can scarcely turn yourself in them; but tho' the throng is so 
great, yet there is always profound Silence. None arel  permitted to enter into 
these Places without Masks: at least a Postiche Nose, or a Mustachio. 
He continued by giving a picture of other rooms within the ridotto: 
Besides the Chambers for Gaming, there are Some Rooms for Conversation, 
where they also sell Liquors, Sweetmeats, and such-like Things. Nobody 
puts off his Mask, or Nose; and by the Privilege of this Disguise, 
provided a Man be pretty well dress'd'  he may speak to the Ladies, and 
even to those whom he may suppose to be of the highest quality.9 
A painting by Francesco Guardi shows one of the more famous inridoffi  the 
eighteenth century, the palazzo Dandolo near San Moise (Fig. 8.1). The scene 
shows the main floor of a somewhat typical Venetian palazzo in which smaller 
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rooms flank a larger main space on each level. The painting by Guardi shows 
a large group of masked characters in the main hall of the palazzo, each in 
active conversation. Through each of the doorways, Guardi has depicted the 
gambling that took place in the smaller rooms flanking the main hall. The 
use of the entire main floor of a palazzo indicates the popularity of gambling 
ifoneamongst Venetians and tourists as well as the scale ofoperations considers  
the number of ridotti scattered throughout the city.lO What is essential to note 
in the painting is that almost everyone in the crowd of patrons, including the 
housesmall child, is wearing a mask. Only those who handled the money.o   did 
not wear a mask; they were forbidden  to do so. This practice transformed the 
experience of an intimate card game amongst friends into a theatrical event, 
where the potential to socialize with those individuals with whom one might 
not normally interact increased dramatically. 
Masks theaterI1were also required for entry into the Almosteater.11  all of the 
theaters in Venice conformed to a similar layout known as the teatro all'italiano, 
pa/chicharacterized by an open ground level surrounded by a wall of (boxes)l   
stageYthat sat opposite to the Toge.]2  offset the construction and operational 
costs, patrician families who owned the theaters would lease the palchi for 
the theater season to other patricians. Though there are some reports of class 
mixing facilitated by the wearing of masks, there existed a very clear hierarchy 
within the physical and social organization  of the theater. 13J  Pa/chi couldl  be 
closed  off from the corridor that led to them as well as from one to another. 
This separation from other patrons allowed  for the disreputable behavior for 
which they  became known. 14 Although palchi were leased to specific people, 
by the  eighteenth century  it was not uncommon for Venetians and visitors to 
the city to rent a room  for an  evening. An etching by  Gaetano Zompini, which 
largerwas  part of a  set  of typical Venetian  street scenes originally published 
in 1753, shows a masked  couple, whose identity or  relationship  to each other 
Th.eremains  hidden,  negotiating  the  use  of a palco (Fig. 8.2).15 etching  shows  
two masked  characters  framed by a partial  archway with  the  colonnade  of  the 
Procuratie  Vecchie of  San  Marco  in  the  background.  The  framing  of the scene  
and  background  in  San  Marco  takes  on  the  quality  of  a stage  set. 
A night  at  the  theater  was  not,  however,  only  for entertainment.  Cardinal  
de  Bemis,  a French  ambassador  to Venice in the  1750s, noted  the  importance  
of  masking  for  international  relations:  
It must  not  be  supposed  that,  although  the  Venetian  nobles  are  forbidden  to 
hold  any  intercourse  with  ambassadors  (a very  wise  severity;  if the  Republic  
ever  renounces  it, she  will  lose  her  morals,  and  soon  she  willill change  her  laws;  
the  one  follows  the  other)  it  must  not  be  thought,  I say,  that  in  spite  of  this  
rigour  foreign  ministers  do  not  have  any  sort  of  intercourse  with  magistrates;  
they  speak  to one  another  by  thirdi  parties;  they  communicate  many  things  
by  signs  at  the  Opera,  a circumstance  which  renders  the  frequenting  of  
ministers. 16theaters  and  the  use  of  the  mask  necessary  to  foreign  .!6 
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rooms flank a larger main space on each level. The painting by Guardi shows 
a large group of masked characters in the main hall of the palazzo, each in 
active conversation. Through each of the doorways, Guardi has depicted the 
gambling that took place in the smaller rooms flanking the main hall. The 
use of the entire main floor of a palazzo indicates the popularity of gambling 
amongst Venetians and tourists as well as the scale ofoperations ifone considers 
the number of ridotti scattered throughout the city.lO What is essential to note 
in the painting is that almost everyone in the crowd of patrons, including the 
small child, is wearing a mask. Only those who handled the house money did 
not wear a mask; they were forbidden to do so. This practice transformed the 
experience of an intimate card game amongst friends into a theatrical event, 
where the potential to socialize with those individuals with whom one might 
not normally interact increased dramatically. 
Masks were also required for entry into the theaterI1 Almost all of the 
theaters in Venice conformed to a similar layout known as the teatro all'italiano, 
characterized by an open ground level surrounded by a wall of pa/chi (boxes) 
that sat opposite to the stageY To offset the construction and operational 
costs, patrician families who owned the theaters would lease the palchi for 
the theater season to other patricians. Though there are some reports of class 
mixing facilitated by the wearing of masks, there existed a very clear hierarchy 
within the physical and social organization of the theater. 13 Pa/chi could be 
closed off from the corridor that led to them as well as from one to another. 
This separation from other patrons allowed for the disreputable behavior for 
which they became known. 14 Although palchi were leased to specific people, 
by the eighteenth century it was not uncommon for Venetians and visitors to 
the city to rent a room for an evening. An etching by Gaetano Zompini, which 
was part of a larger set of typical Venetian street scenes originally published 
in 1753, shows a masked couple, whose identity or relationship to each other 
remains hidden, negotiating the use of a palco (Fig. 8.2).15 Th.e etching shows 
two masked characters framed by a partial archway with the colonnade of the 
Procuratie Vecchie of San Marco in the background. The framing of the scene 
and background in San Marco takes on the quality of a stage set. 
A night at the theater was not, however, only for entertainment. Cardinal 
de Bemis, a French ambassador to Venice in the 1750s, noted the importance 
of masking for international relations: 
It must not be supposed that, although the Venetian nobles are forbidden to 
hold any intercourse with ambassadors (a very wise severity; if the Republic 
ever renounces it, she will lose her morals, and soon she will change her laws; 
the one follows the other) it must not be thought, I say, that in spite of this 
rigour foreign ministers do not have any sort of intercourse with magistrates; 
they speak to one another by third parties; they communicate many things 
by signs at the Opera, a circumstance which renders the frequenting of 
theaters and the use of the mask necessary to foreign ministers. 16 
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one's dress. Zompini shows both kinds of masks in the etching of the fitta 
palchi (see Fig. 8.2). 
It is interesting to consider that neither mask was related to any of the well­
known stock characters from the com media dell'arte, and, as such, did not give 
the wearer an alternate identity to play. The bauta and moretta had no 'other.' 
Rather, these masks signified anonymity, allowed for transgression, and 
offered an alibi. They were not, however, worn only for amusement. Indeed, 
the wearing of such masks was regulated and controlled by the Magistrato aile 
Pompe (the Magistrate of Pomp)24 In an attempt to curb displays of wealth, a 
law from 1732 required patrons to mask their faces and their clothing when 
attending the theater, specifically with the bauta e tabarro 25 It is essential to 
note that, as the wearing of such masks became regulated within the city, 
masks began to leave the stage of the theater. This shift, from theater to city, 
not only allowed the masked individuals of the city to engage in transgressive 
ads, it also directly affected the nature of theatrical discourse. 
Unmasking the City of the Theater 
Theater in seventeenth- and early-eighteenth-century Venice was synonymous 
with the tradition of the commedia de/l'arte. 26 According to Allardyce Nicoll, 
fundamental characteristics of the commedia included improvisation, the roles 
performed, and the masks worn by the players. Each role was recognizable 
by the clothing that the player wore, the objects carried and, of course, by the 
player'S mask. Pantalone, for example, was known by his red tights and vest, 
the dagger or handkerchief he carried in his belt, his round black hat, his dark 
brown mask with a hooked nose, and his pointed beard or moustache. He 
was Venetian and often played serious roles with comic asides. Perhaps the 
best-known role was that of Harlequin, whose costume changed over time 
from a suit decorated with a series of irregular patches to one that featured a 
more geometric pattern of triangles and diamonds. He excelled in agility and 
acrobatics and often played the fool, though just enough to wiggle himself out 
of a bad situation. Such roles, and specifically the masking of these roles, were 
at the center of debate regarding theater reform in the eighteenth century. 
Carlo Goldoni, a physician's son who was trained as a lawyer, was easily the 
most outspoken and prolific proponent of reform. After studying law in Pavia 
and practising in Milan, an unexpected return to Venice in 1738 prompted 
a sudden change of profession: he decided to give up his lucrative position 
and role as a lawyer to pursue a life in the theater. During his time in Venice, 
Goldoni was closely linked to the more famous theatres in Venice such as 
the Teatro San'Angelo (1746-52) and the Teatro S. Luca (1752-61). In all, he 
wrote more than 150 pieces for the Venetian theater, although in 1761 he left 
the city - apparently still disgusted with the state of Italian theater - for Paris, 
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The theater season coincidedi  withi  thet  opening of thet  ridotti, and both were 
determinedt i  by the schedule of thet  carnival. In each,, thet  mask played an 
essential role. 
Masking the Theatert r of the City 
Unlike the evening-long masquerades in England or France, Venetian carnival 
in the mid-eighteenth century had been extended to last almost a full six 
monthsY Carnival began on the first Sunday in October, paused briefly for 
Christmas, and then continued from Befana (Feast of the Epiphany) until Lent. 
Masks, an essential component of carnival, had been worn in Venice at least 
since 1268. 18 Historically the masks were taken  directly from the tradition of 
the commedia andde/l'arte  filled both the stages of the city's theaters and its 
squares. For a visitor to carnival in  the late seventeenth century, the city of 
Venice itself resembled a theater. Francis Mission again explained: 
l
You may put yourself in what Equipage you please, but to do it well, you must be 
able to maintain the Character or the Person whose dress you have taken. Thus, 
for example,  when  the Harlequins  meet, they jeer one another and act a thousand 
Fooleries. The Doctors  dispute; the bullies vapour and swagger; and  so of the 
Rest. Those  who  are not  willing to be  Actors on this great Theater, take the habit 
of Noblemen;  some  Polonian Dress, or the  like, which  obliges them  to nothing. 19 
The  physical  nature  of the  city itself also  encouraged  comparisons  to the 
theater.  The  Piazzetta  of San  Marco, the  small  square  bordered  by  the  Marciana  
Library  and  the  Doge's  Palace, was  regularly  fitted with  temporary  tiered  
seating  for the  masked  inhabitants  to witness  various  carnival  rituals  and  even  
executions.20  Even the  most  important  buildings  of the  city took  cues  from  
the  theater.  Eugene  Johnson  has  traced  such  relationships  for the Marciana  
Library  and  the  Procuratory  in San Marco.21r . 2  The  reverse  also  occurred.  Venice  
was  literally  brought  intoi t  the  theater  by  Giacomo  Torelli,, who  used  well­-
known  scenes  from  the  city  as  a backdrop  to  theatrical  performances..2222 
theotwithstanding  popularityit  and  influence  of  the  commedia traditioni  
within carnival,, a differenti set ofmasks  begins  to appear  in the earlyl eighteenthi t t  
N t it t  
centuryt r  withit  much  more  regularity:: the  etabarro  bauta and  the  moretta.2323 The  
tabarrot  e bautat  consistedi t  off a  tricorni r  hat,t, a white  half-mask,, and  a black  cloak.. 
Thisi  lastl t component  completelyt l  coveredr  thet  wearer's'  clothingt i  and  keptt himi  
or  herr warm  duringi  thet e carnival'si l'  colderl r months.t . The  whiteit  mask  allowedll  
a 
thet e wearerr r tot  speaks  freelyfr l  whileil  concealingli  theirt ir faciali l features.t r . The  moretta, 
a  smaller,s ll r, round  mask,s , had  no  strapsstr  butt was  securedr  tot  one's's face  by  a  smallll 
buttontt  on  thet e reverser rs  sidei  off thet e moutht  thatt t thet  wearer  heldl  betweent  hisi  or  
herr teeth.t t . Thisis had  an  interestingi t r sti  effect:ff t: thet  wearerr wass unablel  tot  speak.s . ItIt 
a tt , 
wass oftenfte  wornr  withit a  (shawl)nizioletto (s l) thatt t againi  had  thet e effectf t offconcealinglil1i a ta 
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The theater season coincided with the opening of the ridotti, and both were 
determined by the schedule of the carnival. In each, the mask played an 
essential role. 
Masking the Theater of the City 
Unlike the evening-long masquerades in England or France, Venetian carnival 
in the mid-eighteenth century had been extended to last almost a full six 
monthsY Carnival began on the first Sunday in October, paused briefly for 
Christmas, and then continued from Befana (Feast of the Epiphany) until Lent. 
Masks, an essential component of carnival, had been worn in Venice at least 
since 1268. 18 Historically the masks were taken directly from the tradition of 
the commedia dell'arte and filled both the stages of the city's theaters and its 
squares. For a visitor to carnival in the late seventeenth century, the city of 
Venice itself resembled a theater. Francis Mission again explained: 
You may put yourself in what Equipage you please, but to do it well, you must be 
able to maintain the Character or the Person whose dress you have taken. Thus, 
for example, when the Harlequins meet, they jeer one another and act a thousand 
Fooleries. The Doctors dispute; the bullies vapour and swagger; and so of the 
Rest. Those who are not willing to be Actors on this great Theater, take the habit 
of Noblemen; some Polonian Dress, or the like, which obliges them to nothing. 19 
The physical nature of the city itself also encouraged comparisons to the 
theater. The Piazzetta of San Marco, the small square bordered by the Marciana 
Library and the Doge's Palace, was regularly fitted with temporary tiered 
seating for the masked inhabitants to witness various carnival rituals and even 
executions.20 Even the most important buildings of the city took cues from 
the theater. Eugene Johnson has traced such relationships for the Marciana 
Library and the Procuratory in San Marco.21 The reverse also occurred. Venice 
was literally brought into the theater by Giacomo Torelli, who used well­
known scenes from the city as a backdrop to theatrical performances. 22 
Notwithstanding the popularity and influence of the commedia tradition 
within carnival, a different set of masks begins to appear in the early eighteenth 
century with much more regularity: the tabarra e bauta and the moretta.23 The 
tabarro e bauta consisted of a tricorn hat, a white half-mask, and a black cloak. 
This last component completely covered the wearer's clothing and kept him 
or her warm during the carnival's colder months. The white mask allowed 
the wearer to speak freely while concealing their facial features. The maretta, 
a smaller, round mask, had no straps but was secured to one's face by a small 
button on the reverse side of the mouth that the wearer held between his or 
her teeth. This had an interesting effect: the wearer was unable to speak. It 
was often worn with a l1izialetta (shawl) that again had the effect of concealing 
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one's'  dress.  Zompini  shows  both  kinds  of  masks  in  the  etching  of  the  fitta 
palchi (see  Fig.. 8.2). 
It is interesting  to consider  that  neither  mask  was  related  to any  of  the  well­-
com media dell'arte,known  stock  characters  from  the  and,Il'   as  such,  did  not  give  
the  wearer  an  alternate  identity  to  play. The  bauta and  moretta had  no  'other.'' 
Rather,  these  masks  signified  anonymity,  allowed  for transgression,  and  
offered  an  alibi. They  were  not,, however,  worn  only  for  amusement.  Indeed,  
ailethe  wearing  of  such  masks  was  regulated  and  controlled  by the  Magistrato I  
Pompe (the  Magistrate  of  Pomp)24 In  an  attempt  to curb  displays  of wealth,  a 
law  from  1732 required  patrons  to mask  their faces and  their  clothing  when  
tabarro It is essential  toattending  the  theater,  specifically with  the  bauta e 25. 25
note  that,  as  the  wearing  of such  masks  became  regulated  within  the  city,
theater.masks  began  to leave  the stage  of  the   Thiste   shift, from  theater  to city, 
not  only  allowed  the  masked  individuals  of  the city  to engage  in  transgressive  
ads, itct  also directly  affected the nature  of theatrical discourse. 
Unmasking the  City  of the Theater  
Theater  in seventeenth- and  early-eighteenth-century  Venice was synonymous 
commedia de/l'arte. According  to Allardyce  Nicoll,with the tradition of the 26l  2  
commediafundamental  characteristics of the  included  improvisation, the roles 
performed, and  the masks worn  by the players. Each role was recognizable 
by  the clothing that the player wore, the objects carried  and,  of course, by  the 
player'S mask.r's  Pantalone, for example,  was known by  his red tights and vest, 
the dagger or handkerchief he carried in his belt, his round black hat, his dark 
brown mask with a hooked nose, and his pointed beard or moustache. He 
was Venetian and often played serious roles with comic asides. Perhaps the 
best-known  role was that of Harlequin, whose costume changed over time 
from  a suit decorated  with  a series of irregular patches to one that featured a 
more geometric pattern of triangles and diamonds. He excelled in agility and 
acrobatics and often played the fool, though just enough to wiggle himself out 
of a bad situation. Such roles, and specifically the masking of these roles, were 
at the center of debate regarding theater reform in the eighteenth century. 
Goldoni,Carlo aC   physician's son who was trained as a lawyer, was easily the 
most outspoken and  prolific proponent of reform. After studying law in  Pavia 
and practising in Milan, an  unexpected return to Venice in 1738 prompted 
a sudden change of profession: he decided to give up his lucrative position 
and role as a lawyer to pursue a life in the theater. During his time in Venice, 
Goldoni wasC  closely linked to the more famous theatres in Venice such as 
San'Angelothe Teatro (1746-52)  and the Teatro S. Luca (1752-61). In all, he 
wrote more than 150 pieces for the Venetian theater, although in 1761 he left 
the city - apparently still disgusted with the state of Italian theater - for Paris, 
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work. Turandot, for example, which takes place in mythical Persia, was taken 
directly from the Arabian Nights 32 The play included original characters: the 
princess Turandot and the prince Calaf as well as roles from the commedia, such 
as Brighella and Pantalone. Though Brighella plays the role of a character (an 
executioner), Pantalone has no character to perform. Rather, he speaks directly 
to the audience and supplies a running commentary of critical and ironic lines. 
He mocks the situation and claims that no one in Venice would believe this 
story if he were to retell it. In Turandot, the role of Pantalone was altered from 
the original commedia tradition. Though Pantalone is recognizable, his role has 
shifted to become an intermediary between the world of the theater and the 
lived world of Venice. 
Both Coldoni and Cozzi mixed characters and masks on stage, and both 
were extremely popular with the Venetian audiences. Although Cozzi is often 
characterized as the defender of the com media tradition against the reforms 
proposed by Coldoni, his position was not as much a defense of the commedia 
dell'arte tradition as it was a personal attack against Coldoni.33 The nature 
of their discourse reveals a nuanced reading of Habermas's description of 
participation within the public sphere. As stated earlier, one institutional 
criterion common to the interiors of the emergent public sphere, according to 
Habermas, was that culture could be constituted as an object for discussion. 
Cultural issues became general in terms of accessibility and significance. What 
is distinct in the theatrical context of Venice is that although the issues - role 
of the masks, development of the theater, the status of the com media dell'arte 
tradition - were open for discussion, the means of participation was not. Both 
Coldoni and Cozzi masked their participation in the public sphere through 
their characters' words and actions. Further, such attacks were played out in 
the autobiographical publications of each author. 
Masking of the Self 
Though not common, autobiography as a literary genre emerged in northern 
Italy in the late eighteenth century. In addition to Coldoni and Cozzi, Pietro 
Chiari, Casanova, and Vittorio Alfieri also wrote autobiographies. Carlo 
Cozzi's ironically titled autobiography - Memorie Inutile (Useless Memoirs) 
- was appropriate to his character. He introduced himself: 'My name is Carlo 
and I was the sixth child to drop from my mother into the light, or should I 
say darkness, of this world.'34 Cozzi claimed that his Memoirs were 'useless' 
for two reasons: first, he deemed them unnecessary owing to his humility, 
and second, he believed that he had not really done or said anything in his 
life beyond that which had already been done and said in his printed works. 
In response to the characterization of the dim-witted poet Lelio in Coldoni's il 
Teatro Comico, Cozzi mocked Coldoni in a story of his own. 
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wherehere hehe continuedcontinued totowrite.rite. Heedieddied there,there, poorpoorandand almostal ostblind,blind, inin 1793.1793. 
Coldini'soldini's workork hashas beenbeen singledsingled outout forfor bringingbringing aa newne  sensesense ofof realismrealis  toto 
thethe theatertheater inin termster sofofdress,dress, language,language,mannerisms,anneris s, andandevenevenplot.plot.27 Specific27 pecific 
tot  hishis reformrefor  agendaagenda wasas thethe roleroleofofmasksasksonon thethe theatertheater stage.stage. Coldonioldoni feltfelt 
thatthat masksasks showedsho ed onlyonly aa general,general, andand notnot aa specific,specific, emotion.e otion. EspousingEspousing 
dell'arte,reasoningreas i  similarsi ilar tot  thatthat offeredff r  byb  ana  earlierearlier criticcritic ofof thet e comco mediaedia de/l'arte, 
Luigii i Riccoboni,icc i, Coldonil i explainede lai e  thatthat aa comedyc e  withoutith t masksas s wasas morere 
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Although  Coldoni  understood  that  the  custom  of  the  masks  was  derived  from 
Creek  theater,  he  did  not  feel this  reasoning  was  sufficient  for their  continued  
use  on  the  contemporary  stage.  After  all, the  Creeks'  motivation for employing  
masks  was inherently  different,  as he  explained:  
The  masks  of  the Greeks and  Romans were the means  by  which  to 
amplify their voices to all of those in the vast audiences  that  would be 
in attendance. The passions  and sentiments were  not conveyed to that 
delicate point in which they actually exist. One requires that the Actors 
ashes.'9today have a soul and a soul under a mask is like a fire under 29 
Coldoni's'  most clear statement of reform is seen in his play, itl Teatro Comico, 
commediawhich was first performed in 1750. It is a critique of the tradition  
as welll as a proposal for a new type of theater. The plot of Coldoni's play 
involves the rehearsal of another play. Actors perform characters that are 
del/'arte.playing roles from the commedia Forl   example, the famous Venetian 
Collaltoactor Antonio Mattiuzzi performedH  r  as the character 'Tonino:'  who 
plays the commedia role of Pantalone in the play-within-a-play30 To- ithin-a-play.30  add 
tot  thet  character's'  role-play,l l , variousi  real-lifel li  Venetianti  personalitiesi  were 
represented,t , oftent  satirically.i i ll . Coldonil i himself,, for instance,i t , was representedt  
by thet  charactert r 'Orazio:'  describedri  as an authort r who has writtenritt  16 playsl s 
1750 InI  thet  play,l , thet  actorst rs discussis ss thetini  one year,r, ass Coldonil i had done ini  31.  
del/'arteneed forf r reformr f r  off thet e commediai  and/l' t   thet e relativer l ti e meritsrits off Coldoni'sl i'  
com media deedi   caratterer tt r  (character( r t r plays)l s) when thet e poett Lelioli  interruptsi t rr ts them.t e .
com mediaLeliolio embodiede ie  bothth thet e traditionc edi  tr iti n andnd thet e critiquecritique againsta ai st reformrefor  
the oneo e ofof Coldoni'soldoni's mostostbyy fellow.  fello  playwrightl ri t Carloarl  Cozziozzi (1720-1806),( - ), 
sardonicsardonic opponents.opponents. 
Carloarlo Cozzi,zzi, brotherbrother toto thethe morere famousfa ous gazetteergazetteer Casparo,asparo, basedbased muchuch ofof 
hishis workork onon thethe traditiontradition ofof fairyfairy tales,tales, especiallyespecially Pentameroneenta erone andand thethe Arabianrabian 
Nights.ights. AsAs inin manyany ofof Coldoni'soldoni's plays,plays, masksasks andand characterscharacters mixix inin Cozzi'sozzi's 
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where he continued to write. He died there, poor and almost blind, in 1793. 
Coldini's work has been singled out for bringing a new sense of realism to 
the theater in terms of dress, language, mannerisms, and even plot.27 Specific 
to his reform agenda was the role of masks on the theater stage. Coldoni felt 
that masks showed only a general, and not a specific, emotion. Espousing 
reasoning similar to that offered by an earlier critic of the com media dell'arte, 
Luigi Riccoboni, Coldoni explained that a comedy without masks was more 
natural: 
The mask always inhibits the actor in expressing both joy and grief. Whether 
the character is making love, is irate, or is Simply jesting, it is always the same 
piece of leather on his face. However much the actor gesticulates and varies his 
tone of voice, he can never show, by means of those facial expressions - which 
are the interpreter of the heart - the diverse passion agitating his souJ.28 
Although Coldoni understood that the custom of the masks was derived from 
Creek theater, he did not feel this reasoning was sufficient for their continued 
use on the contemporary stage. After all, the Creeks' motivation for employing 
masks was inherently different, as he explained: 
The masks of the Greeks and Romans were the means by which to 
amplify their voices to all of those in the vast audiences that would be 
in attendance. The passions and sentiments were not conveyed to that 
delicate point in which they actually exist. One requires that the Actors 
today have a soul and a soul under a mask is like a fire under ashes.'9 
Coldoni's most clear statement of reform is seen in his play, il Teatro Comico, 
which was first performed in 1750. It is a critique of the commedia tradition 
as well as a proposal for a new type of theater. The plot of Coldoni's play 
involves the rehearsal of another play. Actors perform characters that are 
playing roles from the commedia del/'arte. For example, the famous Venetian 
actor Antonio Mattiuzzi Collalto performed as the character 'Tonino: who 
plays the commedia role of Pantalone in the play-within-a-play30 To add 
to the character's role-play, various real-life Venetian personalities were 
represented, often satirically. Coldoni himself, for instance, was represented 
by the character 'Orazio: described as an author who has written 16 plays 
in one year, as Coldoni had done in 1750 31 In the play, the actors discuss the 
need for reform of the commedia del/'arte and the relative merits of Coldoni's 
com media de carattere (character plays) when the poet Lelio interrupts them. 
Lelio embodied both the com media tradition and the critique against reform 
by the fellow playwright Carlo Cozzi (1720-1806), one of Coldoni's most 
sardonic opponents. 
Carlo Cozzi, brother to the more famous gazetteer Casparo, based much of 
his work on the tradition of fairy tales, especially Pentamerone and the Arabian 
Nights. As in many of Coldoni's plays, masks and characters mix in Cozzi's 
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work.  Turandot, for example, which  takes place in mythical Persia, was taken 
Nightsdirectly from  the Arabian 32. 3  The play included original characters: the 
princess  Turandot and the prince Calaf as well as roles from the commedia, such 
as Brighella and Pantalone. Though Brighella plays the role of a character (an 
executioner), Pantalone has no character to perform. Rather, he speaks directly 
to the audience and supplies a running commentary of critical and ironic lines. 
He mocks the situation and  claims that no one in Venice would believe this 
story if he were to retell it. In Turandot, the role of Pantalone was altered from 
the original  commedia tradition. Though Pantalone is recognizable, his role has 
shifted to become an  intermediary between the world of the theater and the 
lived world of Venice. 
Both Coldoni  and  Cozzi  mixed characters and masks on stage, and both 
were extremely popular with the Venetian audiences. Although Cozzi is often 
characterized as  the defender of the commedia tradition against the reforms 
proposed by Coldoni, his  position was not as much a defense of the commedia 
dell'arte tradition as it was a personal  attack against Coldoni.33 The nature 
of their discourse reveals a nuanced reading of Habermas's description of 
participation  within the public sphere. As stated earlier, one institutional 
criterion common to the interiors  of the emergent public sphere, according to 
Habermas, was that culture could be constituted as an object for discussion. 
Cultural issues became general  in terms of accessibility and  significance. What 
is distinct in  the theatrical context  of Venice is that although the issues - role 
of the masks, development of the theater, the status of the commedia dell'arte 
tradition - were open for discussion, the means of participation was not. Both 
Coldoni and  Cozzi masked their participation in the public sphere through 
their characters'  words and actions. Further, such attacks were played out in 
the autobiographical  publications of each  author. 
Masking of the Self 
Though not common, autobiography as  a literary genre emerged in northern 
Italy in the late eighteenth  century. In addition to Coldoni and Cozzi, Pietro 
Chiari, Casanova, and  Vittorio Alfieri also wrote autobiographies. Carlo 
Cozzi's  ironically titled autobiography - Memorie Inutile (Useless Memoirs) 
- was appropriate  to his character. He introduced himself: 'My name is Carlo 
and I was the sixth child to drop from my mother into the light, or should I 
say darkness, of this world.'34 Cozzi claimed that his Memoirs were 'useless' 
for two  reasons: first, he  deemed them unnecessary owing to his humility, 
and second, he  believed that he  had not really done or said anything in his 
life beyond that which had  already been done and said in his printed works. 
In response to the characterization of the dim-witted  poet Lelio in Coldoni's il 
Teatro Comico, Cozzi mocked Coldoni in  a story of  his own. 
8.3 Antonio Baratti after Pietro Novelli, Opere di Carlo Go/doni, 1761, etching,� 
13 x 8 cm (SV8 x 31/8 in.), from Carlo Goldoni, Delle com/'uedie di Carlo Go/doni, avvoCillo� 
Veneto, vol. 1 (Venice: Giambattista Pasquali, 1761), frontispiece; [{esearch Library,� 
The Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles, California� 
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In his Memorie Inutile, Cozzi set the scene. One day during carnival, he 
and a few other members of the Accademia dei Granelleschi (Academy of the 
Testicles) were in del Pellegrino, a fictional bar that overlooked Piazza San 
Marco. They saw a truly monstrous mask enter into the bar and, intrigued, 
asked it to come over to their table. The great mask had four faces and four 
mouths. Cozzi named the monster as 'il Teatro Comico del Goldoni.' Each side 
revealed one of the four faces of Coldoni's supposed reform. The first face 
CoJdoniwas representative of the plays that wrotel   simply by adding a few 
roles to existing comedies. The second was symbolic of new romantic pieces, 
such as la Pamela. The third referred to the plays that dealt with common 
Venetians like de'Pettegolezzi delle Donne and de'Rusteghi, and  the final face 
represented Coldoni's performances set in faraway places, for example la Sposa 
Persiana. Though the mask tried  valiantly to defend itself, Cozzi critiqued 
il Teatro's smug and  shallow morality. In the end the monster opened his 
pants to reveal yet another mouth, which, weeping indecently, begged for 
J5grace3.
While Cozzi in  his memoir blurred the distinction  between autobiography, 
theatrical performance, and  satirical  attack, Coldoni was explicit in his 
collapse between the world  of the theater and the theater of the world. Indeed, 
au tobiography,in the pages of his het   often  referred to his life in  such terms.36 
Coldoni did not exaggerate when he claimed that his life was taken from 
two books: the  book of the  world and the book of the theater.  According to 
Coldoni, the  book  of the world  offered  a look  into the natural character of 
man,  including his habits, vices, and virtues. The book of the theater contained 
ways  of  representing  the  passions of man  so  as 'to'  delight  with wonder and  
laughter.'37 It r.'J  would  argue  that, for Coldoni, these were  very often the same 
book. The  Pasquali  edition of Coldoni's  Delle commedie (1761) includes a series  
of frontispieces that  depict  Coldoni's'  own  life from an  early  age  (Fig. 8.3). In 
the preface  he explained:  
Each and  every  frontispiece,  as I have  always  said,, represents  a piece  of  my  life, 
from  the  time  I was  eight  years  old, which  was  the  time  when  my flair for the  comic  
theatre  began  to  develop.. This  was  compounded  by  the  fact that  my  childhood  
corresponded  to the  wonderfull childhood  of  the  Italian  Comedic  Tradition.. 
I had  hoped  to  make  a summary  of  my  life  in  the  frontispieces,  
which  had  already  been  dispersed  in  various  letters,, prefaces,, 
work.:JSand  some  scenes  of  my  own  previously  printed  rk. 3S 
At  the  beginning  of  each  volume  is an  image  and  a  short  textual  summary  
of  Coldoni's'  life39  The  plays  are  also  introduced  with  an  image  (taken  from  
a scene  in  the  play)  and  a short  summary.  The  order  of  the  plays  across  the  
17 volumes  isi  important.  Rathert  than  organizingi i  plays  chronologically  or  
alphabetically,l  Coldoni  ordered  them  thematically,t ti ll , corresponding  to the  
-­
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In his Memorie Inutile, Cozzi set the scene. One day during carnival, he 
and a few other members of the Accademia dei Granelleschi (Academy of the 
Testicles) were in del Pellegrino, a fictional bar that overlooked Piazza San 
Marco. They saw a truly monstrous mask enter into the bar and, intrigued, 
asked it to come over to their table. The great mask had four faces and four 
mouths. Cozzi named the monster as 'il Teatro Comico del Goldoni.' Each side 
revealed one of the four faces of Coldoni's supposed reform. The first face 
was representative of the plays that CoJdoni wrote simply by adding a few 
roles to existing comedies. The second was symbolic of new romantic pieces, 
such as la Pamela. The third referred to the plays that dealt with common 
Venetians like de'Pettegolezzi delle Donne and de'Rusteghi, and the final face 
represented Coldoni's performances set in faraway places, for example la Sposa 
Persiana. Though the mask tried valiantly to defend itself, Cozzi critiqued 
il Teatro's smug and shallow morality. In the end the monster opened his 
pants to reveal yet another mouth, which, weeping indecently, begged for 
grace35 
While Cozzi in his memoir blurred the distinction between autobiography, 
theatrical performance, and satirical attack, Coldoni was explicit in his 
collapse between the world of the theater and the theater of the world. Indeed, 
in the pages of his au tobiography, he often referred to his life in such terms.36 
Coldoni did not exaggerate when he claimed that his life was taken from 
two books: the book of the world and the book of the theater. According to 
Coldoni, the book of the world offered a look into the natural character of 
man, including his habits, vices, and virtues. The book of the theater contained 
ways of representing the passions of man so as 'to delight with wonder and 
laughter.'37 I would argue that, for Coldoni, these were very often the same 
book. The Pasquali edition of Coldoni's Delle commedie (1761) includes a series 
of frontispieces that depict Coldoni's own life from an early age (Fig. 8.3). In 
the preface he explained: 
Each and every frontispiece, as I have always said, represents a piece of my life, 
from the time I was eight years old, which was the time when my flair for the comic 
theatre began to develop. This was compounded by the fact that my childhood 
corresponded to the wonderful childhood of the Italian Comedic Tradition. 
I had hoped to make a summary of my life in the frontispieces, 
which had already been dispersed in various letters, prefaces, 
and some scenes of my own previously printed work.:JS 
At the beginning of each volume is an image and a short textual summary 
of Coldoni's life39 The plays are also introduced with an image (taken from 
a scene in the play) and a short summary. The order of the plays across the 
17 volumes is important. Rather than organizing plays chronologically or 
alphabetically, Coldoni ordered them thematically, corresponding to the 
8.38.3 Antoniontonio BarattiBarat i afterafter PietroPietro OpereNoveJli, Opere didi CarloCarlo 1761,Coldoni, 1761, etching,
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the role of Harlequin is an example of this, but so too is the ambassador taking 
on the role of the anonymous Sior Maschere to converse with Venetians in 
the boxes of the theater. While the conversation would have clearly identified 
those speaking, the masking offered an excuse. The same excuse was offered 
to anyone who walked into the ridotto to gamble carelessly through the night 
while flirting with another. Both actions would have certainly been curtailed 
if the person were not wearing their mask. In a sense, much of the allure of 
Venice was the possibility that one could be anonymous, that one's actions 
would have little or no consequenceY This ability to be masked, I argue, 
allows for Grimes's final category, expression. As I have described, the mask 
offered wearers a chance to act anonymously and express themselves in ways 
they might not otherwise if their identity were known. Such activities were 
certainly allowable in certain contexts while wearing a physical mask, but 
masking also occurred in a more symbolic manner. 
Specifically in the context of the theatre, both Gozzi and Goldoni used 
theatrical production to mask their identities and express their positions in 
the debate regarding the reform of the theatre. Such satirical masking was 
also used as a means by which to discuss, mock, and comment upon the daily 
life of Venice. Personal opinions regarding the theater were expressed not 
through open debate at the cafe but through characters - the dolt Leilo or the 
four-headed 'comic theater,' for example. For Goldoni and Gozzi, the life of 
the theater and their public personas, masked by satire, reveal what Ortega y 
Gasset has termed a 'visible metaphor.'43 This is what allows one to believe that 
an actor is both themselves and the role they are playing. A good performance, 
for Ortega y Gasset, is when the actor ceases to be the person they are, and the 
role they perform takes on new life with reference to previous performances. 
Certainly we can see Goldoni as Orazio - the character that supports his views 
on the theater in his if Teatro Comico. The patrons of the theater certainly do 
"j 
not miss such satirical play between the playwright and his characters. The 
important distinction here is that we still do not know the interior personality 
, 
that makes Goldoni an individual. His identity, his self, remains at the level of ,JI 
l., 
i':,Pa character in his own performances.44 
I would propose, therefore, that the emergent public sphere is present in the 
examples I have discussed. However, it is not simply the existence of physical 
and institutional public interior spaces - such as the ridotti, the theatre, or the 
cafe as described by Habermas - that allows for participation within the public 
sphere. It is also masking - either literally with the bauta, or more symbolically 
through irony and satire - that allows for participation to occur. The mode 
of participation is clearly different than that described by Habermas. It is 
not open and free, allowing 'the better argument to win.'45 Rather, we can 
follow the discourse on the nature of the theater, but only in an oblique way, 
through the masking of the characters in Gozzi's and Goldoni's works. The 
conversation is masked by double meanings and inside jokes. Further, the 
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L'Avvocatoevents in  his life. (Then   Lawyer), for example, is included in volume 
S of8  Delle commedia, in which Goldoni describes his choice to become a lawyer 
and his enrollment into the Collegio Ghislieri. Not only does Goldoni collapse 
the history of Italian theater to his own history, he also conforms the theater 
tradition to events in his own  life story. 
Making the collapse between his book of the world and the book of the 
theater complete, Goldoni masks various personalities that surrounded his life. 
Actresses in the Medebach Company at the Teatro San'Angelo, for example, 
were mocked in his productions. His 16-play season of 1750 included at least 
Ilmmafatatwo that caricatured the situation of his actors: La Finta wasA l   based on 
the hypochondriac wife of the troupe leader, Teodora  Medebach. Another, La 
Vofubife,Donna mockedl l   one of the more capricious actresses in the company. 
De'Pettegofezzi dellel  donne was based on an old Armenian man whom he had 
found  in the Piazza San Marco, and whose haggard appearance was the object 
of much teasing and gossip amongst unmarried Venetian women.40 It is clear 
that in the work of Goldoni and Gozzi the characters of the city of Venice 
- and even the two authors themselves - take their place on the theatrical 
stage, however much they are masked  by satire and caricature. 
Conclusion 
Ronald L. Grimes has outlined four effects ofmasking: concretion, concealment, 
expression.41 Such a characterization of masking offers aembodiment, and ..~1
fruitful conclusion to my discussion. Within the commedia dell'arte tradition, 
physical masks made an identity concrete: the mask of the Harlequin, for 
example, allowed the wearer to become Harlequin. Such masks and their 
related characteristics were still present and understood within both Goldoni's 
and Gozzi's repertoires. It is interesting to note that although there were a 
commedia del/'artefew famous players known for the roles they played in the  l  
tradition, the identity of the actors was of little significance. With the shift to 
character plays by Goldoni and Gozzi, the identity of the actor became more 
important. Such identities, as I have mentioned, were even mocked by the 
playwrights in their productions. Ironically, at the same time that the identity 
of the actors on the stage was being revealed, the identities of those in the city 
were concealed by the bauta and moretta. Such an ability to conceal is, according 
to Grimes, the second characteristic of masking. Whereas Harlequin, and all of 
his traits, was recognizable by virtue of his mask, the bauta and moretta masked 
even the wearer's public dress. In the theater of the public sphere, such markers 
of identity - gender, class, and race - could be hidden, if so desired. The effect 
of this was to allow for transgressive acts to occur: loss of money at the gaming 
table, illicit affairs, and sexual acts. It is precisely this effect that allows for the 
third category outlined by Grimes: embodiment. The foreign tourist taking on 
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13.� Evidence of such hierarchy is found in the surviving lists of box holders for La Fenice. Patricians 
from the ranks of the original families held the first three levels - the pepian (ground floor), primo 
ordine (second level), and secondo ordine (third level) - almost exclusively. More recently elevated 
patricians held the upper two levels. For a more detailed analysis, see Martha Feldman, 'Opera, 
Festivity, and Spectacle: in Venice Reconsidered, cds John Martin and Dennis Romano (Baltimore 
MD: jOIU1S Hopkins University Press, 2000), esp. 220-24. A more 'middle-class' example is 
provided by jonathan E. Glixon and Beth L. Glixon in 'Oil and Opera Don't Mix: The Biography 
of S Aponal, a Seventeenth-Century Venetian Opera Theater: in Music in Ihe Theater, Chllrch, alld 
Villa, ed. Susan Parisi (Sterling Heights MI: Harmonie Park Press, 2000), 131-44. Though, again, 
patricians occupied the best seats, the Glixons describe San Aponal as having a more 'middle­
class' and therefore open arrangement of the upper levels of palchi. 
1.4.� A 1.71.1 proclamation by the Provvedilori aile POlllpe, lor example, allempted to regulate immodest 
and scandalously dressed prostitutes in the public t'heater, as well as overly luxurious meals. See 
Franca R. Barricelli, 'Civic Representations: Theater Politics, and Public Life in Venice, 1.770-1.806' 
(PhD thesis, University 01 Wisconsin, 1994), 337.13arricelli lists theater legislation in Venice Irom 
]508 to 1794. It is clear Irom legislation, anecdotal evidence, and even rental agreements that 
courtesans were very much present in the life of the audience. 
1.5.� Gaetano Zompini, Le Arti che vanna per via nella citta di Venezia (1753; Venice: n.p., 1785). The 
inscription reads: 'La Piazza de S Marco semo avezzi, Fitar palehi i ogni sera in sie teatri, D'opera, 
e de Commedia a varii prezzi.' [In Piazza S \IIarco I distribute keys, each evening, renting boxes at 
six theaters, for Opera and Comedy, at varying prices.] 
16.� Cardinal de Bemis, quoted in Norwich, 29'1. 
17.� For the masquerade in England see Terry Castle, Masquerade and Civilizatioll: The Camivalesqlle 
in Eighteenth-Celltury Ellg/ish Culture alld Fiction (Stanford CA: Stanford University Press, 1986). 
Castle offers a fascinating history of the masquerade in England and then demonstrates how the 
motifs of masquerade inOuenced English fiction. 
1.8.� For a history of carnival in Venice, see Danilo Reato, Sioria del carnevale di Venezia (Venice: 
Amministrazione della Provincia di Venezia, ]988). 
19.� Francis Mission, A new voyage to Italy (1688), quoted in Norwich, 360. 
20.� Some of the carnival rituals included the vola del turco (flight of the Turk), forze d'Ercole (human 
pyramids), and even a mock trial of 12 pigs. The space between two columns in the piazzetta 
(one for San Marco, the other for San Teodoro) was the setting for many public executions: it is 
still considered bad luck to walk between the columns. For further discussion of the origins of 
the Venetian carnival rituals, see Edward Muir, Civic Ritual ill Renaissance Vellice (Princeton Nj: 
Princeton University Press, 1981), 156-81. 
21.� Eugene j. johnson, 'jacopo Sansovino, Giacomo Torelli, and the Theatricality of the Piazzella in 
Venice: Joumal of the Sociely of Architectllral Historialls 59, no. 4 (December 2000), 436-53. johnson 
relates Sansovino's Marciana library to the Theater of Marcellus in Rome, describes the theatrical use 
of the Piazzella San Marco, and shows how t'he city of Venice was portrayed in the theater stage. 
22.� For a description of such performances, see Ellen Rosand, Opera in Seventemlh-Centllry Vellic" (Los 
Angeles CA: University of California Press, 1991), esp. 1.10-53. 
23.� A third mask also began to appear at this time, though with much less regularity. The mask was 
known as a gnaga and was simply a man dressed as a woman. 
24.� Sumptuary laws were originally intended to control and condemn what was seen as avarice, 
solidify class structure, and respond to the fear of foreign influence. Historically the Magistrato 
aile POlllpe controlled everything: the amount of dowries, the display of jewels, the cost and cut 
of clothing, the amount of oysters that could be served at a banquet, the type of music that could 
be played, and so on. The laws habitually proved to be difficult to enforce. See Giulio Bistort, II 
Magistrato aIle Pompe nella Repubblica di Vellezia (Venice: Tipografia Libreria Emiliana, 191.2). 
25.� For a list of legislation related to the carnival, see Reato, 85-91, and Barricelli, 336-40. Jutta 
Sperling has shown that as early as the seventeenth century a paradox existed between the 
representation of the glory of Venice through displays 01 material wealth and the very real 
threat of bankrupting her patricians. See julla Sperling, 'The Paradox of Perlection: Reproducing 
the Body Politic in Late Renaissance Venice: Comparative Studies ill Sociely mId Histon) 41, no. 1 
(January 1999), 3-32. 
26.� Scholarship On the commedia dell'arte is extensive. Allardyce Nicoll, in The World of Harleqllill: A 
Critical Siudy of the Call/media dell' Arte (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1963), provides a 
precise description. 
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discourse  and activities  that  occurred  in the public  institutions  so  important  
to Habermas's  argument  could, in  Venice, only have  occurred  while  one  was  
wearing  a mask.  Masking  offered an  alibi to act freely, openly. I would  claim, 
then, that  a more  nuanced  sense  of public interior  space  emerged  in  Venice in 
this period  - the space that existed between  one's face and  the mask  that was  
worn.  
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Theaters, 1.580-85: l(erwissance Quarterly 55, nO. 3 (Autumn, 2002), 936-68. 
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13.13.� EvidenceEvidence ofof suchsuch hierarchyhierarchy isis foundfound inin thethe survivingsurviving listslists ofof boxbox holdersholders forfor LaLa Fenice.Fenice. PatriciansPatricians 
fromfro  thethe ranksranks ofof thethe originaloriginal familiesfa ilies heldheld thethe firstfirst threethree levelslevels -- thethe pepianpepian (ground(ground floor),floor), primopri o 
ordineordine (second(second level),level), andand secondosecondo ordineordine (third(third level)level) -- almostal ost exclusively.exclusively. Moreore recentlyrecently elevatedelevated 
patriciansatricians heldheld thethe upperupper twot o levels.levels. ForFor aa moreore detaileddetailed analysis,analysis, seesee Marthaartha Feldman,Feld an, 'Opera,' pera, 
cdsFestivity,estivity, andand Spectacle:pectacle: ini  VeniceVenice Reconsidered,econsidered, Johneds Jo  Martinartin andand Dennisennis Romanoo ano (Baltimore( alti re 
jOIU1SMD:: HopkinsJohns opkins Universityniversit  Press,Press, 2000),), esp.es . 220-24.20-24. A moreore 'middle-class'' iddle-class' examplee a ple isis 
jonathanprovidedr i e  byb  E.J t an E. Glixonlixon anda  Betheth L.L. Glixonli  ini  'Oil' il anda  Operaera Don'ton't Mix:ix: Thee Biographyiography 
off S Aponal,ponal, aa Seventeenth-CenturySeventeenth- ent r  Venetianenetia  Operaera Theater:heater: ini  Musicusic inin theIhe Theater,heater, Church, andllrch, lld 
Villa,illa, ed.e . Susansa  Parisiarisi (Sterling( terli  Heightseights MI:I: Harmoniear onie Parkar  Press,ress, 2000),), 131-44.- . Though,, again,a ai , 
patricianstri i s occupiedoccupie  thet e bestbest seats,seats, thet  Glixonsli s describeescri e Sana  Aponalal asas havinga i  aa morere 'middle­' i le­-
class'class' anda  thereforet eref re open arrangementarra e e t off thet  upperer levelsle els off palchi.l i. 
1.4.� 1.71.1 POlllpe, lor allemptedA14.  proclamation17 1 r l ti  by thet  Provvedilorir v il i aileil  ompe, example,f r e a l , toatt t  t  regulater l t  immodesti t 
t'heater,and scandalouslys l sl  dressedr ss  prostitutesr stit t s ini  thet  publicli  asthealer, as wellll ass overlyrl  luxuriousl ri s meals.ls. See 
Barricelli, 1.770-1.806'Francar  R.. 'CivicrriceJli, ' i i  Representations:r s t ti s: Theatert r Politics,liti s, and Publicli  Lifeif  ini  Venice,i , 770- 806' 
01 337.13arricelli Irom(PhD(  thesis,t sis, Universityi rsit  Wisconsin,of is si , 1994),), . listsBarric lli lists theatert t r legislationl isl ti  ini  Venicei  fr  
]508 Iromto1  t  1794.. ItIt isis clearl r legislation,fr  l isl ti , anecdotalt l evidence,i , and even rentalr t l agreementsr ts thatt t 
courtesanscourtesans wereere veryvery muchuch presentpresent inin thethe lifelife ofof thethe audience.audience. 
1.5.� citta VeneziaGaetano5. t  Zompini,i i, Lee Artirti che vanna perr viai  nellall  diittil i (1753;ll zi  ( ; Venice:i : n.p.,. ., 1785).). The 
inscriptioni s ri ti  reads:r s: 'La'  Piazzai  de S Marcor  semos  avezzi,i, Fitarit r palehil i ii ognii seras r  ini  siesi  teatri,t tri, D'opera,' r , 
prezzi.' \IIarco I distributee de Commediai  a variirii [Inr i.· [I  Piazzai  S ~arc keys,[distri t  s, each evening,i , rentingr ti  boxess att 
sixsix theaters,theaters, forfor Operapera andand Comedy,o edy, atat varyingvarying prices.]prices.] 
16.� Norwich,or ich, 291.29'1.Cardinal16. ardinal dede Bemis,e is, quotedquoted inin 
17..� Terry Civilizatioll: CamivalesqlleForr thet  masquerades r  ini  Englandl  sees  Castle,n  stl , Masquerades r  and Thei iliz ti n:  rni l s u  
Ellg/ish Cultureini  Eighteenth-Cellturyi t t - llt r  n lis  alldlllt r  ll  Fictioni ti  (Stanford( t f r  CA:: Stanfordt f r  Universityi rsit  Press,r ss, 1986).). 
Castlestl  offersff rs a fascinatingf s i ti  historyist r  off thet  masquerades r  ini  Englandl  and thent  demonstratesstr t s how thet  
inOuencedmotifsotifs ofof masqueradeasquerade Englishinfluenced English fiction.fiction. 
18.1.8.� SioriaForr a historyist r  off carnivalr i l ini  Venice,i , sees  Daniloil  Reato,t , delt ri  el carnevaler l  dii Veneziazi  (Venice:( i : 
]988).Amministrazioneinistrazione delladella Provinciarovincia didi Venezia,enezia, 1988). 
19.� Francisrancis Mission,ission, A newe  voyagevoyage toto ItalyIt ly (1688),(1688), quotedquoted inin Norwich,or ich, 360.360.19. 
20.� del turco forzeSome.  off thet  carnivalr i l ritualsrit ls includedi l  thet  volal  (flightlt r  (fli t off thet  Turk),r ), d'Ercolef ru ' r l  (human(
pyramids),r i s), and  even a mock  trialtri l off 12 pigs.i s. The  spaces  betweent  twot  columnsl s ini  thet  piazzettai tt
(one(  forf r San Marco,r , thet  othert r forf r San Teodoro)r ) wass thet  settings tti  forf r many  publicli  executions:ti s: itit isis
stilltill consideredi  bad luckl  tot  walkl  betweent  thet  columns.l . For furthert  discussioni i  of thet  originsi i  of
thet  Venetianti  carnivalr i l rituals,rit ls, sees  Edwardr  Muir,ir, Civici i  Ritualit l illill Renaissanceiss  Vellicelli  (Princeton( ri t  Nj:J:
156-81.PrincetonPrinceton Universityniversity Press,Press, 1981),1981), 156-S1. 
21.� j. johnson, 'jacopo PiazzellaEugene.  J. J s , Sansovino,'J  s i , Giacomoi  Torelli,r lli, and  thet  Theatricalitytri lit  off thet  ini tt  i  
Joumal Sociely Historialls johnsonVenice:i : ofrn l fthet  ofi t  fArchitectllralr it tllr l 59,ist ri ns , no.. 4 (December( r 2000),), 436-53.- . J s  
relatesl t  Sansovino'si '  Marcianai  libraryli  tot  thet  Theatert  of  Marcellusll  ini  Rome,, describesi  thet  theatricalt t i l use  
Piazzella t'he city Veniceoff thet  Sani lt   Marco,r , and  showss s how  t  ofil  f wasj  s portrayedrtr  ini  thet  theatert t r stage.st . 
22.�. Seventemlh-Centllry Vellic"Forr a descriptions ri ti  off suchs  performances,rf r s, sees  Ellenll  Rosand,s , Operar  ini  t ent - t ""; (Losni e ( s 
1.10-53.Angelesl s CA:: Universityi rsit  off Californialif r i  Press,r ss, 1991),), esp.s . - . 
23.� A.  thirdt ir  masks  alsols  began  tot  appearr att thist is time,ti , thought  withit  much  lessl ss regularity.re larit . The  masks  wass
knownkno n asas a gnagaa gnaga anda  wasas simplysi ply a mana an dresseddressed asas aa woman.o an.
24.� Sumptuaryt r  lawsl s werere originallyri i ll  intendedi t  tot  controlc tr l andd condemn  whatt wass seensee  asas avarice,a rice,. 
Magistratosolidifys li if  classcl ss structure,str t r , and  respondr s  tot  thet e fearfear off foreignf rei  influence.i fl e ce. Historicallyist ri ll  thethe islr t  
aileile POlllpelll e controlledc tr lle  everything:r t i : thet e amounta t offdowries,ries, thet e displayis la  off jewels,je ls, thethe costcost andd cutcut 
offclothing,cl t i , thet e amountt offoysterssters thatt at couldcoul  beeservedserved atat a banquet,a uet, thethe typet e ofof musicsic thatt atcouldcould 
be  played,layed, and  sos on.on. Thehe lawsla s habituallyhabitually provedproved toto beedifficultdiffic lt totoenforce.f rce. SeeeeGiulioi li  Bistort,istort, IIII 
aIle Pompe nella Repubblica Vellezia 191.2).Magistratoistr t  ile Olllpe Ilella dillbblica di (Venice:m i  ( e ice:Tipografiaipografia Libreriaibreria Emiliana,ilia a, 191 ). 
25.� a 85-91, JuttaFor25. or lista listofof legislationlegislation relatedrelated toto thethecarnival,carnival, seeseeReato,eato, and85-91. and Barricelli,arricelli,336-40.336-40. JULia
Sperlingperling hashasshownsho n thatthatasasearlyearlyasas thetheseventeenthseventeenth centurycenturya paradoxa paradoxexistedexisted betweenbet een thethe
representationrepresentation ofof thetheglorygloryofofVeniceenice throughthroughdisplaysdisplays01 materialof aterial wealthealth andand thethe veryvery realreal
julla Perlection:threatthreatofofbankruptingbankruptingherherpatricians.patricians.Seeee Sperling,Jutta perling, 'The' heParadoxaradoxofof Reproducingerfection: eproducing 
Sociely Histon)thetheBodyodyPoliticPolitic inin LateateRenaissanceenaissanceVenice:enice:Comparativeo parative StudiesStudies illill mIdSociety Id 41,iston; 41, no.no. 11 
3-32.(January(January1999),1999), 3-32 
dell'arte is The26.� Scholarship26. ScholarshipOn theo  thecommediaco edia deWarte extensive.is extensive.AllardyceAllardyceNicoll, inicoll, in WorldTJu orldofofHarleqllill:arleqllill:AA 
Siudy Call/media dell' Arte (NewCriticalCritical ofStudy ofthethe Com media dell'Arte York:(I'\ew ork:CambridgeCa bridge UniversityniversityPress,Press,1963),1963), providesprovidesaa 
preciseprecisedescription.description. 
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41.� Ronald L. Grimes, 'Masking: Towards a Phenomenology of Masking: jOllmal of the Americall 
Acartemlj of Religion 43, no. 3 (September 1975), 508-16. 
42.� To use a more modern expression, we might say that what happened in Venice, stayed in Venice. 
43.� Jose Ortega y Gasset, 'The Idea of the Theater: an Abbreviated View: in Phellomellology arid Art 
(New York: Norton, 1975), 163··96. 
44.� Dror Wahrman has made the distinction between various understandings of 'identity.' Identity 
may describe the unique individuality of a person (as in an 'identity card') or the common 
relationship between an individual and a group (as in 'identity politics'). Both respond to the 
question 'Who am I?' See The Makillg of the Mortem Self (New Haven CT: Yale University Press, 
2004), xii. Deidre Lynch has shown that identity, at least as characterized in novels, art, and 
the theater, was generic. The identity of characters was more akin to type than to individual 
distinctions. See Deidre Lynch, The Economy of Character: Novels, Market Cilltl/re alld the Blisiness of 
lIlIIer Meaning (Chicago IL: University of Chicago Press, 1998). Goldoni is certainly playing a type 
- as 'Lawyer: or as 'Playwright' - but it is through these types that we get a sense of his individual 
self. 
45.� Habermas, 36. 
IN164 ARCHITECTURAL SPACE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY  EUROPE 
27.� The view that Goldoni presented a more 'realistic' theater was established by the extensive
Voci rtel seltecellto venezianoscholarship of Giuseppe Ortolani. See, for example, ee  visiolli d t e (Bologna:ial10  
TlliteZanichelli, 1926), and  also Ortolani's commentary in Carlo Goldoni, Iet   Opere, ed. Giusepe 
Ortolani (Milan: Mondadori, 1936), vol. 1. 
28. a I'action� Goldoni, Tuite IeIi/t  Opere, 349: 'Le masque doit toujours faire beaucoup de tort iI del'   I' Acteur, 
OUsoit dans la joie, soit dans Ie chagrin; qu'il soit amoureaux, farouche plaisant,ou  c'est toujours 
ilne connoltre,Ie meme cuir qui se montre; et il a beau gesticuler et changer de ton, J fera jamais i  
cceur, arnepar les traits du visage qui sont les interpretes du leso  differentes passions dont son estm   
agitee.' 
29.� TliiteGoldoni, Ielt   Opere, 349: 'Les masques chez les Grecs et les Romains etoient des epeces de 
porte-voix qui avoient ete imagines pour faire entendre les personages dans la vaste etendue des 
terns laAmphitheatres. Les passions et les senti mens n'etoient pas portes dans ce m auIiI  point de 
I' !'arne, l'amedelicatesse que I'on exige actuellment; on veut aujord'hui que Acteurl  ait de etI m  sousI   Ie 
masque est comme Ie feu sous les cendres.' 
30.� 'Tonino' is not the only one. 'Orazio' plays Ottavio, 'Placida' plays Rosaura, 'Eugenio' plays
FIorino, 'Anselemo' plays the role of Brighella, 'Gianni' plays Arlecchino, and 'Vittoria' plays 
Columbina. It is interesting to note that the characters were instructed by Goldoni to speak in a 
commedia.Venetian dialect when they were playing the roles of the For"   the complete list of actors 
Tuiteand  the roles their characters played in the original production see Goldoni, Iet   Opere, 1329. 
31.� TliiteGoldoni, Ieut   Opere, 1053, 1051. There is a continual play between the context of the audience 
com mediawatching the performance, the actors performing, and the within  the performance. An 
example of this is in scene 13 when Vittoria is asked to answer the door and responds by saying: 
'Eh, io son la serva da burla, la faro anche davvero.'' ('I'm a pretend servant, but now I'll do it for 
real.') The 'real' here refers to the world of the audience. 
32.� The play was a huge success, leading Gozzi to claim that the popularity of a play did not depend
upon the realism or morality of Goldoni. Puccini, more famously, translated Gozzi's play into an 
opera. 
33. � dell'arte,Nicoll writes, 'Gozzi defended the commedia itW   is true, but he defended it, not because 
he appreciated its virtues and wished to preserve them, but only because his central purpose of 
attacking Goldoni was served by his so doing (210).' 
34. � hUltile,Carlo Gozzi, Memorie ed.Illutii   Giuseppe Prezzolini (Bari: Giuseppe Laterza & Figli, 1934), 27. 
35. � llllltile,For the complete story, see Gozzi, Memorie 212-15.I u   
and 'Non 
stella 
36. � For example: 'nella Commedia miadeUa ll vita si cambia scena' ' puo negarsi, ch'io 
non sia nato sotto gl'influssi di comica,U  poiche la mia vita medesima e una commedia .. 
TuiteGoldoni, Iet   Opere, 655, 634. See also, 'Ho intrapreso a scriver la mia Vita, niente per altro, ch 
Sl interessante'per fare la storia del mio teatro, ma il preliminare e lungo,s  e la mia vita sl poco ssante.  
rti avvocatoCarlo Goldoni, Delle commedie Carlod  Goldolli, Velletoe   (Venice: Giambattista Pasquali, 
1761), vol. 12, i. 
37. � Tuite IeThis is clearly a central aim for Goldoni and he discusses it length. See his t Opere,i   769-70, 
commertie,and his Delle vol.e d   1, vii. 
38. � commertie,Goldoni, Delle iii-iv:e d   'Ciascun frontispizio, come dissi istoriato, rappresentera un 
qualche pezzo della mia vita, principiando dall'eta d'anni otto, in cui iJ geniol  comico principiava 
Slin me a svilupparsi, composta avendo in teneras   eta una Commedia, di quell valore, che aspettar 
si potea da un bambino.... Ho pensato di dare ne'frontispizi un somma rio della mia vita, sparsa 
gla dai  gran tempo in varie lettere, e prefazioni, e in qualche scena ancora delle opere mie fin'ora 
stampate.' 
39.� italianFor further information see Cambridge History of Literature,lial1  eds Peter Brand and Lino 
395-6; Lo spechio rtiPertile (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), and5-<S   Andrea Battistini, a e d  
rtertalo: alltobiografta biograftad d l eu i  (Bologna:i   il Mulino CoIl. Saggi, 2007). One of the earliest examples 
of modern autobiography in this context is Giambattista Vico's, which was intended, perhaps 
Alitobiographysimilarly to Rousseau's, for the education of youth. See the ofu   Giambattista Vico, 
trans. Max Harold Fisch and Thomas Goddard Bergin (Ithaca NY: Cornell University Press, 1962); 
and Donald Phillip Verene, The New Art of Autobiography (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991). Carlo 
Lodoli, a Franciscan monk and professor of architecture, spearheaded the effort to get Vico's work 
periautograftapublished and even named the new genre as -literallyll ji   a 'writing around oneself.' 
40.� Many actresses, singers, and other creatures of the theater were being caricatured  in print at this
Caricature Antoll Zanetti,time by Anton Maria Zanetti. For examples and descriptions see die ll  Mariall  l1  
ed. Alessandro Bettagno (Venice: Neri Pozzi Editore, 1969). 
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